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and at Banbury, when there was no contest, the town clerk
still had to be paid over ^log.1
chief fault        In fact, the basic fault of the eighteenth-century Parlia-
mentary*"     mentary system was not the mere maldistribution of seats
mentSit^thoef or the narrowness of the franchise, but the mentality of the
the century. age<   seats faft acquired a  quasi-proprietary character;
representation was not regarded as a privilege or as a duty,
but as a method of pecuniary advantage.   The member who
obtained a seat set out to recompense himself for the expenses
incurred, to make a profit for himself, to secure benefits for
his family and his friends, and to satisfy the multifarious
demands of his constituents and their friends.
§ 6. partta-       Agitation for reform continued throughout the century.
mentary Rs-    .      "	-	, .   -,	•«	,      •   «
form.	At first, reformers were chiefly opposed to the influence of
Attempts to the Crown.    Three Place Bills were introduced in the reign
reduce the	.	.	&
influence of of William, but did not become law: there was a clause in
the Act of Settlement which excluded place-men from Parlia-
ment, but this was repealed in 1705. In that year an Act
was passed whose effect was to make members who accepted
high offices after their election seek re-election, and to
disqualify holders of minor offices from retaining their seats.
The Place This left 270 place-men in the Commons, and the Place
Act of 1742 only reduced that number to 200; in 1770
revenue officers were disqualified from voting and in 1782
Government contractors and other place-men were excluded
from Parliament. By 1820 there were only ninety place-
men with seats. The subject of pensions had received
less attention: in 1702 they were limited to the life of the
Sovereign, in 1760 they were made chargeable on the Civil
List, and in 1782 their gross amount was restricted. All
these measures left the Government influence still very strong.
Abortive	A few attempts had been made to reduce electoral corrup-
Acts against
corruption, lion. Peers were forbidden to interfere in elections: in
1763 limitations were placed upon the creation of freemen
for electoral purposes, and in 1809 an Act was passed against
the sale of seats. These Acts, however, effected very little
improvement, and more success attended Pitt's attempts
to reduce corruption.
1 Porritt, op, cit,, pp. 182-97.

